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“THE APPRENTICE” 
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GAME OVERVIEW 

The game is in first person mode: you play as a dark magic warlock during medieval times.  

 

You have angered the townspeople and now they are coming to lynch you and your apprentice. There are too many for you 

to hold off. You decide to turn your apprentice, against his will, into a powerful monster that will be able to protect you and 

defeat the townspeople. To do this you must syphon your health, strength and magic into him. This makes you vulnerable and 

weak; neither of you would survive without the other. 

 

In the end, your apprentice becomes too powerful and, full of an unstoppable rage, turns on you and kills you.  

 

You never see the warlock but you do see his magic staff.  

 

STYLE OVERVIEW 

The game has a dark and sadistic tone which we will try to reflect through the visual style. Characters will be creepy, lanky 

and sharp while the environment will seem dirty and grungy. Magic will feature alchemy symbols and will be bright and 

glowing.   
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COLOUR PALETTE 

Taking inspiration from various pieces 

of fantasy art, the overall colour palette 

will be a warm complementary scheme 

featuring deep purples and reds with a 

yellow accent.  

 

This will match both the magical tone 

and narrative whilst also fitting with the 

twilight setting. 

 

The yellow and orange accents will be 

used sparingly – for the magic rituals 

and torchlight.  
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ENVIRONMENT 

The environmental props mainly consist of buildings 

with some additional assets such as barrels, wells 

and carts.  

 

They should suit the medieval / fantasy setting.  

 

We will go with a low poly stylised look for these 

assets. However, we will try to go for more of a 

grungy and dirty look – this will be done through 

the texture.  

 

The exterior of the warlock’s tower can be more 

extravagant and should feature dark colours such 

as blacks and purples.    
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CHARACTERS 

Again, we will try to keep the 

dark and creepy theme for the 

characters as well.  

 

Characters should be tall, 

lanky, angular and sharp (see 

reference). We will be going 

for a non-realistic, stylised look. 

 

The characters we need to 

make are: 

 

 The apprentice 

 The villagers 

 

 

 

 

 

This is a pretty good example of the proportions we are going for ^ 
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CHARACTERS: THE WARLOCK 

The warlock is not seen – we only hear his voice and see his magic 

staff.  

 

His voice should be deep and gruff. 

 

His staff should be sharp and angular: appearing hand carved from 

heavy wood. Cracks in the dark wood should glow (as if the magic is 

hidden beneath). There will also be glowing crystals which will animate 

around the staff  
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CHARACTERS: THE APPRENTICE 

The apprentice will be haggard and lanky. He should look a little 

menacing and creepy in appearance. 

 

He will wear a worn, dull purple cloak and plain clothes.  

 

As he transforms, his cloak can become more worn. His torso will become 

buffer and glowing particle effects will be added to his eyes and fists.  
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CHARACTERS: VILLAGERS 

The villagers will be a 

similar proportion to 

the apprentice so that 

we can use the one rig.  

 

They should wear 

plain, simple clothing 

and appear worn and 

dirty.  

 

The villagers will also 

carry weapons. These 

will most be farm tools, 

such as scythes, shovels 

and pitchforks, and 

stones. Some will carry 

lit torches. These 

weapons should be 

angular and rustic in 

appearance.  
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HEIGHT CHART 
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MAGIC EFFECTS 

In the game, the warlock is able to ‘mark’ an enemy. This will cause a 

magical circle to spin at the enemy’s feet and smaller magical 

symbols to float up around them.  

 

We will be using old school alchemy symbols for these magic effects.  

 

These should be purple in colour and glow.  
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FONTS 

The following fonts have been chosen to fit with the magical tones while still being readable. ‘Elianto’ is to be used for main 

titles, and menu titles only. ‘Tw Cen MT’ is to be used for all else. They are both on the Google Drive in the ‘Assets’ folder.  

 

 

 

TITLE FONT 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

(ELIANTO) 

 

MENU AND ONSCREEN PROMPTS 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

(Tw Cen MT) 


